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The cover was printed by Phoenix Color Corp. The paper in this book was manufactured by a mill whose
forest management programs include sustained yield harvesting of its timberlands. Sustained yield harvesting
principles ensure that the number of trees cut each year does not exceed the amount of new growth. No part of
this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying recording, scanning or otherwise, except as permitted under Sections or
of the United States Copyright Act, without either the prior written permission of the Publisher or
authorization through payment of the appropriate per-copy fee to the Copyright Clearance Center, Rosewood
Drive, Danvers, MA , , fax Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data: The text is also suitable for
survey courses for majors or non-majors. A background in elementary physics and calculus is presumed.
While the fourth edition retains the basic organization and level of the previous editions, we have introduced
several enhancements proven to facilitate student learning. Included are new text elements and interior design
features that help students read and study the subject matter. Further, in recognition of the importance and
increased role of computer software in engineering practice, we have incorporated the use of the software
Interactive Thermodynamics: IT into the text in a manner that allows instructors to use software in their
courses. However, the presentation is structured to allow those who prefer to omit the software material to do
so easily. These supplement more formal examples that feature our solution format. Integration of Interactive
Thermodynamics: IT for instructors who choose to use software in their courses: However, these problems
also can be solved conventionally in most cases without using software. The computer software tool
Interactive Thermodynamics: IT provides an important adjunct to learning engineering thermodynamics and
solving engineering problems. The program is built around an equation solver enhanced with thermodynamic
property data and other valuable features. Using IT, students can obtain a single numerical solution and
investigate the effects of varying parameters. Graphical output can be obtained, and the Windows-based
format allows the use of any Windows word-processing software or spreadsheet to generate reports. Other
features of IT include: We believe that software is best used as an adjunct to the problem-solving process, and
that the equation-solving capability of the program cannot substitute for careful engineering analysis.
Accordingly, the software is structured so students still must develop models and analyze them, perform
limited hand calculations, and estimate PREFACE ranges of parameters and property values before moving to
the computer to obtain solutions and explore possible variations. The following supplements are available to
adopters: This innovative site is designed to link classroom learning to industry practice. Students will have
access to information that supports the design and open-ended problems, information on companies where
thermodynamic principles are applied, and additional links to sites of interest in engineering thermodynamics.
Also included on the CD are solutions to end-of-chapter IT problems and sample course syllabi. Additional
resources and book updates are available through www. A problem-solving methodology that encourages
systematic thinking. A thorough development of the second law of thermodynamics, featuring the entropy
production concept. An up-to-date presentation of exergy analysis, including an introduction to chemical
exergy. Sound developments of engineering thermodynamics applications, including power and refrigeration
cycles, psychrometrics, and combustion. A generous selection of end-of-chapter problems. Design and
open-ended problems provided under a separate heading at the close of each chapter. This book has evolved
over many years of teaching the subject matter at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Clear and
complete explanations together with numerous well-explained examples make the text user-friendly and
nearly self-instructive. We have attempted to make the material interesting and easy to read. Favorable
evaluations from both instructors and students who have used the previous editions in a wide range of
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engineering programs indicate that these objectives have been met. One of our primary goals in this textbook
is to encourage students to develop an orderly approach to problem solving. To this end, a formal problem
analysis and solution format that helps students think systematically about engineering systems is used
throughout the text. Solutions begin by listing assumptions and proceed step-by-step using fundamentals.
Solutions are annotated with comments that identify key aspects of the solution. Unit conversions are
explicitly included when numerical evaluations are made. The methodology we use is compatible with those
of two other well-established Wiley titles: Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer by F. Thorough
Development of the Second Law. As there is greater interest today in entropy and exergy availability
principles than ever before, a thorough development of the second law of thermodynamics is provided in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The importance of the second law is conveyed throughout by stressing its relevance to
the goal of proper energy resource utilization. A special feature is the use of the entropy production concept
that allows the second law to be applied effectively in ways readily mastered by students Chapter 6. Chemical
exergy and standard chemical exergy are also introduced and applied Chapter Once introduced, second law
concepts are integrated throughout the text in solved examples and end-of-chapter problems. The presentation
is structured to allow instructors who wish to omit exergy analysis to do so. Emphasis has been placed on
sound developments and careful sequencing of the application areas. For example, vapor and gas power
systems are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, and refrigeration and heat pump systems are the subject of Chapter
But instructors who prefer to treat all vapor cycle material at one time can include vapor-compression and
absorption refrigeration with Chapter 8. Advanced and innovative energy systems, such as cogeneration
systems, combined power cycles, and cascade refrigeration cycles, are incorporated in Chapters 8 to 10 where
they fall appropriately and are not relegated to a catchall chapter. The chapters dealing with applications
provide illustrations of the use of exergy principles. Wide Variety of End-of-Chapter Problems. More than 40
percent of the over end-of-chapter problems have been replaced or revised. A special effort has been made to
include problems that involve higher-order and critical thinking. Students are asked to construct plots, analyze
trends, and discuss what they observe, which enhances their analytical skills and fosters the development of
engineering judgment. A number of problems are included for which the use of a computer is recommended.
Solutions may be photocopied for posting or preparing transparencies for classroom use, eliminating the
drudgery of problem solving for the instructor. Also provided are sample syllabi for two-course sequences and
one-term survey courses in engineering thermodynamics on both semester and quarter bases. Continuing our
emphasis on the design component of engineering curricula from the previous editions, we have enhanced the
design aspects of the presentation even further. Over one-third of the design and open-ended problems
included at the end of each chapter have been revised. Also, updated material on engineering design and
thermoeconomics is provided in Section 1. Engineering Design and Analysis and Section 7. Rather,
constraints must be considered in seeking the best answer from among a number of alternatives. Realistic
Design and Open-Ended Problems. The fourth edition includes design and open-ended problems, ten per
chapter. These problems provide brief design experiences that afford students opportunities to develop their
creativity and engineering, judgment, formulate design task statements, apply realistic constraints, and
consider alternatives. The primary emphasis of the design and open-ended problems is on the subject matter of
the text, but students may have to do some collateral reading before a solution can be developed. Instructors
may elect to narrow the focus of the problems to allow individual students to achieve a result with a relatively
modest expenditure of effort or may decide to use the problems as points of departure for more extensive
group-type projects. An important feature of many of the design and open-ended problems is that students are
explicitly required to develop their communications skills by presenting results in the form of written reports,
memoranda, schematics, and graphs. Wellorganized tables and charts are provided in both sets of units. Proper
use of unit conversion factors is emphasized throughout the text. In this edition, unit conversion factors are set
off by a special device to help students identify unit conversions. The forceâ€”mass conversion constant gc is
treated as implicit, and equations involving kinetic or potential energy are handled consistently, regardless of
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the unit system used. The text has several other special aspects.
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Description Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 8th Edition by Moran, Shapiro, Boettner and Bailey
continues its tradition of setting the standard for teaching students how to be effective problem solvers.

Personal training and implementation suppor t. Collaborate with your colleagues, find a mentor, attend virtual
and live events, and view resources. Created by subject matter experts. Our company is built on a foundation
of principles that include responsibility to the communities we serve and where we live and work. In , we
launched a Corporate Citizenship Initiative, a global effort to address the environmental, social, economic, and
ethical challenges we face in our business. Among the issues we are addressing are carbon impact, paper
specifications and procurement, ethical conduct within our business and among our vendors, and community
and charitable support. For more information, please visit our website: The paper in this book was
manufactured by a mill whose forest management programs include sustained yield-harvesting of its
timberlands. Sustained yield harvesting principles ensure that the number of trees cut each year does not
exceed the amount of new growth. This book is printed on acid-free paper. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying recording, scanning or otherwise, except as permitted under Sections or of the United States
Copyright Act, without either the prior written permission of the Publisher or authorization through payment
of the appropriate per-copy fee to the Copyright Clearance Center, 2 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA , , fax
Evaluation copies are provided to qualified academics and professionals for review purposes only, for use in
their courses during the next academic year. These copies are licensed and may not be sold or transferred to a
third party. Upon completion of the review period, please return the evaluation copy to Wiley. Return
instructions and a free of charge return shipping label are available at w. Outside of the United States, please
contact your local representative. Applications in bioengineering, biomedical systems, and nanotechnology
also continue to emerge. This book provides the tools needed by specialists working in all such fields. For
non-specialists, this book provides background for making decisions about technology related to
thermodynamicsâ€”on the job and as informed citizens. Engineers in the twenty-first century need a solid set
of analytical and problem-solving skills as the foundation for tackling important societal issues relating to
engineering thermodynamics. In the seventh edition, we build on the core features that have made the text the
global leader in engineering thermodynamics education. The present discussion of core features centers on
new aspects; see the Preface to the sixth edition for more. We are known for our clear and concise
explanations grounded in the fundamentals, pioneering pedagogy for effective learning, and relevant,
up-to-date applications. Through the creativity and experience of our newly expanded author team, and based
on excellent feedback from instructors and students, we continue to enhance what has become the leading text
in the field. This edition also provides, inside the front cover under the heading How to Use This Book
Effectively, an updated roadmap to core features of this text that make it so effective for student learning. To
fully understand all of the many features we have built into the book, be sure to see this important element. In
this edition, several enhancements to improve student learning have been introduced or upgraded: When
viewing the animations, students will develop deeper understanding by visualizing key processes and
phenomena. Suggestions for additional reading and sources for topical content presented in these elements
provided on request. Preface Professors Moran and Shapiro are delighted to welcome two new co-authors for
the seventh edition of Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics. Bailey, PE, professor of mechanical
engineering at the Rochester Institute of Technology, bring outstanding experience in engineering education,
research, and service to the team. Their perspectives enrich the presentation and build upon our existing
strengths in exciting new ways. For example, see p. Supplements The following supplements are available
with the text: Assists instructors in delivering an effective course with resources including animationsâ€”new
in this edition. Interactive Thermodynamics as well as EES: Helps students learn the subject matter with
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resources including animationsâ€”new in this edition. IT software is available as a stand-alone product or with
the textbook. Brief tutorials of IT are included within the text and the use of IT is illustrated within selected
solved examples. Ways to Meet Different Course Needs In recognition of the evolving nature of engineering
curricula, and in particular of the diverse ways engineering thermodynamics is presented, the text is structured
to meet a variety of course needs. The following table illustrates several possible uses of the textbook
assuming a semester basis 3 credits. Courses could be taught using this textbook to engineering students with
appropriate background beginning in their second year of study. Selected topics from Chaps. Same as above
plus selected topics from Chaps. The following colleagues have assisted in the development of this edition.
We greatly appreciate their contributions: Kmec, Purdue University Feng C. Manglik, University of Cincinnati
Parte 1 de 9.
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Ads Book Preface This book is intended for junior and senior engineering students who are interested in
learning some fundamental aspects of fluid mechanics. We developed this text to be used as a first course. The
principles considered are classical and have been well-established for many years. However, fluid mechanics
education has improved with experience in the classroom, and we have brought to bear in this book our own
ideas about the teaching of this interesting and important subject. This seventh edition has been prepared after
several years of experience by the authors using the previous editions for introductory courses in fluid
mechanics. On the basis of this experience, along with suggestions from reviewers, colleagues, and students,
we have made a number of changes in this edition. The changes listed below, and indicated by the word New
in descriptions in this preface are made to clarify, update, and expand certain ideas and concepts. New to This
Edition In addition to the continual effort of updating the scope of the material presented and improving the
presentation of all of the material, the following items are new to this edition. With the widespread use of new
technologies involving the web, DVDs, digital cameras and the like, there is an increasing use and
appreciation of the variety of visual tools available for learning. As in recent editions, this fact has been
addressed in the new edition by continuing to include additional new illustrations, graphs, photographs, and
videos. New illustrations and graphs have been added to this edition, as well as updates to past ones. The book
now contains nearly illustrations. These illustrations range from simple ones that help illustrate a basic concept
or equation to more complex ones that illustrate practical applications of fluid mechanics in our everyday
lives. This edition has also added new photographs throughout the book to enhance the text. The total number
of photographs now exceeds Some photos involve situations that are so common to us that we probably never
stop to realize how fluids are involved in them. Others involve new and novel situations that are still baffling
to us. The photos are also used to help the reader better understand the basic concepts and examples discussed.
Combining the illustrations, graphs and photographs, the book has approximately visual aids. The video
library has been enhanced by the addition of 19 new video segments directly related to the text material, as
well as multiple updates to previous videos i. In addition to being strategically located at the appropriate
places within the text, they are all listed, each with an appropriate thumbnail photo, in the video index. They
illustrate many of the interesting and practical applications of real-world fluid phenomena. There are now
videos. The book contains 5 new example problems that involve various fluid flow fundamentals. Some of
these examples also incorporate new PtD Prevention through Design discussion material. The PtD project,
under the direction of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, involves, in part, the use of
textbooks to encourage the proper design and use of workday equipment and material so as to reduce accidents
and injuries in the workplace. Problems and Problem Types: Also, new multiple-choice concept questions
developed by Jay Martin and John Mitchell of the University of Wisconsin-Madison have been added at the
beginning of each Problems section. This edition has also significantly improved the homework problem
integration with the WileyPLUS course management system. New icons have been introduced in the Problems
section to help instructors and students identify which problems are available to be assigned within
WileyPLUS for automatic grading, and which problems have tutorial help available. A new co-author was
brought on board for this edition. We are happy to welcome Dr.
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Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics, 9th Edition By Michael J. Moran, Howard N. Shapiro, Daisie D.
Boettner, Margaret B. Bailey Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics by Michael J. Moran, Howard N. Shapiro,
Daisie D. Boettner, and Margaret B. Bailey sets the standard for teaching students how to be effective problem solvers.
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This package includes a registration code for the WileyPLUS course associated with Fundamentals of Engineering
Thermodynamics 9 th Edition, along with a three-hole punched, loose-leaf version of the text.
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Now is the time to redefine your true self using Slader's free Fundamentals of Engineering Thermodynamics answers.
Shed the societal and cultural narratives holding you back and let free step-by-step Fundamentals of Engineering
Thermodynamics textbook solutions reorient your old paradigms.
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Modern and forward-thinking real world applications. An increased emphasis on how thermodynamics principles are
related to some of the most important issues of today and the coming decade around energy resource use and
environmental engineering.
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